Habiller toutes les morphologies

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212134520

Habiller toutes les morphologies. How to choose and pair colors, fabrics and clothing designs? How to adapt clothes to a particular morphology, personalize it and optimize clothing style? This work answers all these issues by giving you the bases of styling non-standard morphologies. It will allow you to create models that are correspondent to your body shape or the person’s you’ll gift it to and to play with fabrics and colors. It will also be of great help to all designers and pattern makers students. A useful and essential work for their future job.

Teresa Gilewska
175 pages in French.

Price: € 28.00 (incl. VAT)
Here are 25 great designs of timeless beauty, with that bollywood touch to it. Inspired by the traditional Indian clothing, you will find them very comfortable to wear. The pictures and sketches, cutting plans, explaining charts and real-size paper models (from size 36 to size 42) will allow you to create these models with no difficulty.

Author/s: Annabel Benilan
92 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Le tricot norvégien

This amazing work represents the best of norwegian designers specialised in knitting. Eleven designers got complete authority to create exclusive models. They mixed tradition and modernity and played with codes, always keeping inspired by nature or traditional themes. All these models are explained in detail and accompanied by complete charts to recreate the patterns. The used wools are indicated as well as their features (weight, color, number of the needle to be used). Skilled knitters will find designs in this book that will allow them to practice their talent, while beginners will start with accessories such as mittens, hats, bags and more.

Author/s: Margaretha Finseth

128 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Couture casual wear homme

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212136883

Men's wear is finally at everyone's reach with these 15 casual style designs. Pictures, sketches, 1) continuity shot, 2) sectional drawings, explicative charts and real-size paper patterns (from size 36 to 46) will allow you to make these articles of clothing in no time. Also, many practical advices and tricks from Fanny Darruau-Gaymelot, pattern maker and seamstress, for the elaboration of the designs.

Authors: Christelle Beneytout, Fanny Darruau-Gaymelot

82 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Maîtriser sa machine à coudre

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212136883

Maîtriser sa machine à coudre : Conseils et techniques pour se perfectionner

This guide should be given with every sewing machine. Whether you're a beginner or an expert, this work will be a precious help for capturing all the secrets of your sewing machine and bringing out the best of it. The first part is about all the technical part of the sewing machines, how to choose them, maintaining them, making small repairs and what are the necessary accessories according to the type of work you want. The second part is all about the presser feet and the good they can bring. Thanks to the detailed instructions you will learn how to use all the resources of your sewing machine to make your life easier or to enrich your creations.

Author: Nicole Vasbinder
176 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Guide pratique du patchwork, de l'appliqué et du quilting

da: Eyrolles

Linda Clements ha reunido para ti modelos tradicionales, creaciones textiles contemporáneas y técnicas de cosido, bordado y decoración más modernas que podrás utilizar para tomar inspiración. Con más de 220 técnicas, 800 ilustraciones a colores y muchos consejos, este libro se hará de verdad indispensable. Al inicio de la obra encontrarás un capítulo de presentación de materiales, tejidos y técnicas de base: selección de colores, estimación del metraje, empleo de patrones. Después de eso, te zambullirás en el centro de las variadas composiciones de patchwork que hay: algunas son célebres y conocidas (como el log cabin por ejemplo), otras son de descubrir por entero. El capítulo sobre el applique te mostrará como evidenciar tus proyectos y te explicará detalladamente todas las técnicas que están a tu disposición. En la última parte, aprenderás todo lo que hay de saber sobre el quilting junto a 13 pequeños proyectos para poner en práctica lo que habrás aprendido.

Autora: Linda Clements.
256 páginas en francés

Price: € 36.00 (incl. VAT)
F comme feutrine

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212138191

This book puts together more than 20 simple projects with one of the most fun materials in the world of crafts. Original creations for beginners or experts. Inspired by the happy and colorful world of kids or by the sophisticated world of adults, these works will seduce everyone. You will easily adapt them by changing sizes and colors and choosing between finishings made by hand or by sewing machine. All the stages of the making are illustrated step-by-step and a whole chapter is dedicated to the stitches used. A book you simply must have if you are one of those people who creates original objects with felt.

Author: Christine Leech

128 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
B comme broderie

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212138207

B comme broderie : Des projets simples et ravissants à coudre et à broder
16 simple and ravishing sewing designs among which pretty home accessories, such as an elephant-shaped pillow, a romantic shopper and more ... For each design, an adaptable embroidery decoration is given. All the stitches used, that will allow you to make more than 50 designs, are illustrated step-by-step. Combining projects according to your tastes and inspirations, you'll be able to create a limitless number of projects!

Author: Christine Leech

128 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
**Couture jersey et crochet**
da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212138764

Couture jersey et crochet
What are you making? Unique clothes that mix together sewing and crochet. Colorful accessories, bright tops and much more! What are you making? It looks really pretty! Can you show me how to do it? Hey, you're going too fast, your book explains it way better! And it also has internet video tutorials included! It's the best, I fully understand. Make some space please?

Author: Des étoiles et des pois
64 pages in French

**Price: € 10.90** (incl. VAT)
Filer la laine et créer ses propres écheveaux.

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212139082

Filer la laine et créer ses propres écheveaux. De la création à la commercialisation. Whether your just getting started on spinning or you’re already a skilled expert, this book will allow you to develop your own technique and creativity. Aside giving you the essential informations on fibres, tools and different steps of spinning all the way to the creation of the skeins, you will find inside this work:

• Useful tips on the choice of the spindle or the spinning wheel
• Basic techniques
• Advanced techniques
• Detailed step-by-steps for all the necessary stages of the spinning: preparation of the fibres, spinning of one thread, twisting of more threads together, dyes and color associations...
• Dye recipes
• Formulas for different kinds of threads : brushed, cabled, multicolored, mottled...
• Projects to use your threads with

With numerous illustrations and tips.
Author: Brenda Gibson
144 pages in French

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Carla Hegeman Crim speaks to all sewers who are tired of all kinds of patterns and want to get into the designing of their own models. Instead of complex methods you will find the basics and the pattern types that you will adapt as you wish. The size charts give a perfect idea of the growth and development of a child's body.

In order to better understand the alteration process of the designs, you'll find cutting notions together with tips for the transformation of the patterns. Finally, the pictures provided by pattern makers, designers and sewers of all levels will be a great source of inspiration.

Author: Carla Hegeman Crim
160 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Guide de couture à la machine à coudre

da: Eyrolles

Guide de couture à la machine à coudre. This work will guide you through, from your very first steps all the way to the decorative finishings, into all the features of your sewing machine. After a quick scan as per the actual market of sewing machines and their features, the book runs through a simple approach with 10 projects, explained A to Z, as examples.

You will learn which technique to choose, and which type of stitch goes best with it, which presser foot, which thread, fabric, which canvas mount must be used. Numerous detailed and illustrated step-by-steps, charts and tricks will help you out. A future classic, that you will refer to, whatever your level is.

This book affects all electrical sewing machines, whether they're mechanical or electric, and be what it may their brand. Christelle Beneytout

264 pages in French

Price: € 28.00 (incl. VAT)
Ros Badger presents 20 simple and delightful projects that will brighten up your home and wardrobe: accessories to boost an outfit, creations for your house such as a clock, place mat, throw with granny patterns, colorful stars and daisies wreaths.

Author: Badger Ros
128 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
What are you doing?
Oh I had the same lunch box when I was a child! And the same crib for my doll! I wish I could make all these tiny objects for all the little girls I know ...
Easy! With a little sewing, crochet, some knitting and stitching you will go back in time to create these childhood items!
64 pages in French

Price: € 10.90 (incl. VAT)
Idées cadeaux à coudre

date: Eyrolles

Idées cadeaux à coudre

These 20 ideas for gifts are suitable for everyone, from newborn to adult, from child to adolescent. Bands-baby carriers, transportable dollhouse, round scarves or pie bags, all these accessories are easy to do thanks to the models in real size and to the step by step explanations (even in video). For those who start, explanations are going to be fundamental, while those who already have a more advanced level can personalize their creations inspired by the various proposals that you will find in these pages.

A first part which explains the sewing techniques, with video explanations and exercises for all those who start from zero!

Author: Alexandra Bénonie, Anaïs Malfilâtre

112 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Inspiration broderie

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212139037

Inspiration broderie is a book with instructions for use, but it is also a valuable source of inspiration. The first part explains how to choose the embroidery machine between all those that you can buy, it is also explained the functioning by providing many tips and advice. The second part, conceived as a practical course, is dedicated to the creation of 15 projects, listed in order from easiest to hardest. In addition you will find the step by step explanations of embroidery and steps for the realization of all projects.

Author: Cécile Beriot
144 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux et accessoires en paracorde

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212141214

22 projects to get you started with the art of weaving and knotting: bracelets, necklaces, headbands, belts, straps, keychains, etc. Each project indicates the necessary amount of paracord together with a detailed step by step with charts. You will also find the three essential knots and the finishing techniques for a successful work.

Author: Samantha Grenier

48 pages in French

Price: € 9.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Vintage for kids**
da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212138627

The "do it yourself" is on the side of the mothers: from the bed to the table, from the curtains to the apron ... here you will find all illustrated creations to create the perfect place for your children!

Author: Morgane Giner
135 pages in French

**Price: € 25.00** (incl. VAT)
Guide complet de l'impression sur tissu

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212133592

This book is a must-have for all those who wish to discover the different textile printing techniques and that might even think of starting their own fabrics brand. A beautifully illustrated work where you all aspects of textile designs are covered. With the help of detailed step by step tutorials you will learn how to use software tools and implement different techniques. Get started!

Author: Laurie Wisbrun
205 pages in French

Price: € 24.30 (incl. VAT)
Monétiser son blog

Author: Nessa Buonomo
96 pages in French

Modello: LIBFR-9782212142204

If you want to make your blog a source of income, this is the book for you. Many ways of earning are clearly explained (ad inserts, sponsoring, partnerships ...) as well as how to contact companies and brands in the most professional way and much more!

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Mes petites teintures

Modèle: LIBFR-9782212138580

Ambre et Leo sont sur le point de découvrir comment éclaircir des T-shirts, des pantalons et d'autres vêtements anciens... Un petit couteau, une grande casserole et vous avez gagné! Vous pouvez découvrir les techniques de teinture. Soyez créatif, inventez et revoir vos vêtements et accessoires. Pour enfants de 6 ans et plus.

Auteur: Pascale Bougeault

32 pages en français

Prix: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
**Tendre crochet 2**
d: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212141733

12 new friends are about to keep you company! these amigurumis are getting out of bed and are ready to play. Their secret? They are more adorable than ever!

Author: Sandrine Deveze

64 pages in French

**Price: € 10.90** (incl. VAT)
Tenues d'enfants d'honneur

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212142525

This work gathers 35 garments and accessories designs for kids that will allow you to create a unique bridal party or simply dress your children for the big occasion. The outfits, of different difficulty levels and for both boys and girls, consist of four wedding themes: marine, bucolic, urban and princely. The step by step instructions come with numerous diagrams and real-size patterns for children from 2 to 10 years of age. 106 pages in French.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
L'essentiel des points de crochet

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212143423

More than 100 illustrated stitches to easily create your crochet projects. A true reminder of crochet stitches, selected by type and difficulty. All stitches are explained step by step with tips and informations. 175 pages in French

Price: € 11.90 (incl. VAT)
If you are a sewing enthusiast, then this is the right book for you. Rebecca Meurin, creator of L'Atelier sur le fil, gives you all the tips and tricks in terms of organization and teaching methods. Contents are explained step by step and according to the different type of public (adults, children or teens), level of difficulty or theme. Readers will find 30 designs for the creation of instructive objects and different techniques. 

Author: Rebecca Meurin
148 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Accessoires en cuir pour sublimer ses tenues

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212143744

I want leather! So before going out, I'm going to create adorable accessories to match my outfits: sequined brooches, a feathered and fringed collar, a headband, belt, mittens and much much more...

12 very chic accessories to wear on any occasion!

64 pages in French

Price: € 10.90 (incl. VAT)
Difficulties with communicating, memory loss, irritability, apathy ... the main symptoms of Alzheimer disease progressively isolate a person and cause mental distress. Family and friends struggle to help, without knowing how to share anything other than treatment with the patient. Textile art-therapy, thanks to therapeutic goals (stimulating verbal and non-verbal, sensory gratification, procedural and emotional memory ...) sets off relational sharing, calms anxiety and decreases the symptoms of the patient. This work suggests art-therapy activities with embroidery, sewing and knitting, easy to do and geared to the different stages of the disease, which will allow the patient to gain self-esteem and dignity.

Author: Stéphanie Beillouin
192 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Atelier Tissage - Le guide des créations modernes

An essential book for all lovers of weaving, macrame and other similar techniques. With simple tutorials you will be able to create the trendiest decors: rugs, lampshades, baskets ... and much more.

140 pages. Text in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Broderie Folk

A wonderful collection of accessories and home decorations inspired by traditional embroidery. These modern creations are illustrated and enriched with charts and sketches, that will allow you to discover more than 50 types of stitches and to stimulate your creativity. A book suitable for both beginners and experts.

Author: Nancy Nicholson
128 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Le monde de Pica Pau - 22 amigurumis à crocheter

Well-known author Yan Schenkel, aka Pica Pau, unravels her secrets for the making of lovely amigurumi works. She will also teach you how to get started on crocheting, how to read and understand a tutorial and much more. Soon you will be able to create your own characters!

Author: Yan Schenkel
160 pages in French

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
My sweet home - Objets déco au crochet
da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212674804

Planters, mandalas, baskets, lamp shades, donut pillows ... 12 decorative works to crochet for your home. Perfect to add a boho touch to your interiors!
64 pages in French

Price: € 11.90 (incl. VAT)
Créations crochet ambiance hygge

da: Eyrolles

Modello: LIBFR-9782212675023

Baskets, knit caps, stoles, mittens, pillows, wreaths and more ... 20 designs to crochet. A real recipe for happiness: a snowy weather, a cup of tea, some cozy garments, a warm blanket ... that you will crochet yourself of course!

124 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Who doesn't love macramé? Add a boho-chic touch to your interiors with the help of the beautiful designs inside this book. Each model comes in two versions, one for beginners and another for more skilled crocheters!
Authors: Amy Mullins, Marnia Ryan Raison
128 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Le guide de la broderie sashiko

da: Eyrolles

Susan Briscoe shares her passion for the beautiful traditional Japanese art of sashiko embroidery, with 100 designs, each one with pattern and instructions. This work also tells the history of sashiko and is also full of tips on how to choose the right fabrics and tools, technical tips and 10 projects to get started. Plus, loads of pictures to get inspired with!

Author: Susan Briscoe

128 pages in French

Price: € 28.00 (incl. VAT)
Happy Home

da: Eyrolles

Let the sunshine in your home with these lovely DIY projects (macramé, floral arrangements, weaving, sewing, painting ...)! With this book Beci Orpin shares her creativity and her love for nature and life.

Author: Beci Orpin
192 pages in French

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Zakka is everything that is both beautiful and useful. This stunning embroidery comes from Japan and allows you to ornate everyday objects with patterns inspired by nature, mixing both Japanese and Scandinavian styles. Discover more than 40 monochrome and two-tone models to embroider and put them together with one of the 33 sewing projects also included in the book. With detailed instructions and paper patterns.

Author: Yumiko Hugushi
192 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)